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Abstract
Most recommender systems recommend a list of
items. The user examines the list, from the first
item to the last, and often chooses the first attractive item and does not examine the rest. This type
of user behavior can be modeled by the cascade
model. In this work, we study cascading bandits,
an online learning variant of the cascade model
where the goal is to recommend K most attractive items from a large set of L candidate items.
We propose two algorithms for solving this problem, which are based on the idea of linear generalization. The key idea in our solutions is that we
learn a predictor of the attraction probabilities of
items from their features, as opposing to learning
the attraction probability of each item independently as in the existing work. This results in
practical learning algorithms whose regret does
not depend on the number of items L. We bound
the regret of one algorithm and comprehensively
evaluate the other on a range of recommendation
problems. The algorithm performs well and outperforms all baselines.

1

INTRODUCTION

Most recommender systems recommended a list of K
items, such as restaurants, songs, or movies. The user
examines the recommended list from the first item to the

last, and typically clicks on the first item that attracts the
user. The cascade model [10] is a popular model to formulate this kind of user behavior. The items before the first
clicked item are not attractive, because the user examines
these items but does not click on them. The items after the
first attractive item are unobserved, because the user never
examines these items. The key assumption in the cascade
model is that each item attracts the user independently of
the other items. Under this assumption, the optimal solution in the cascade model, the list of K items that maximizes the probability that the user finds an attractive item,
are K most attractive items. The cascade model is simple, intuitive, and surprisingly effective in explaining user
behavior [7].
In this paper, we study on an online learning variant of the
cascade model, which is known as cascading bandits [15].
In this model, the learning agent does not know the preferences of the user over recommended items and the goal
is to learn them by interacting with the user. At time t, the
agent recommends to the user a list of K items out of L
candidate items and observes the click of the user. If the
user clicks on an item, the agent receives a reward of one.
If the user does not click on any item, the agent receives a
reward of zero. The performance of the learning agent is
evaluated by its cumulative reward in n steps, which is the
total number of clicks in n steps. The goal of the agent is
to maximize it.
Kveton et al. [15] proposed two computationally and sample efficient algorithms for cascading bandits. They also
proved a ⌦(L − K) lower bound on the regret in cascading
bandits, which shows that the regret grows linearly with the

number of candidate items L. Therefore, cascading bandits
are impractical for learning when L is large. Unfortunately,
this setting is common practice. For instance, consider the
problem of learning a personalized recommender system
for K = 10 movies from the ground set of L = 100k
movies. In this setting, each movie would have to be shown
to the user at least once, which means at least 10k interactions with the recommender system, before the system
starts behaving intelligently. Such a system would clearly
be impractical. The main contribution of our work is that
we propose linear cascading bandits, an online learning
framework that makes learning in cascading bandits practical at scale. The key step in our approach is that we assume
that the attraction probabilities of items can be predicted
from the features of items. Features are often available in
practice or can be easily derived.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
studies a top-K recommender problem in the bandit setting with cascading feedback and context. Specifically,
we make four contributions. First, we propose linear cascading bandits, a variant of cascading bandits where we
make an additional assumption that the attraction probabilities of items are a linear function of the features of
items. This assumption is the key step in designing a sample efficient learning algorithm for our problem. Second,
we propose two computationally efficient learning algorithms, CascadeLinTS and CascadeLinUCB, which are
motivated by Thompson sampling (TS) [23, 3] and linear
UCB [1, 24], We believe this is the first application of linear generalization in the cascade model under partial monitoring feedback. Third, we derive an upper bound on the
regret of CascadeLinUCB and discuss why a similar upper
bound should hold for CascadeLinTS. Finally, we evaluate CascadeLinTS on a range of recommendation problems; in the domains of restaurant, music, and movie recommendations; and demonstrate that it performs well even
when our modeling assumptions are violated.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
review the cascade model and cascading bandits. In
Section 3, we present linear cascading bandits; propose
CascadeLinTS and CascadeLinUCB; and bound the regret of CascadeLinUCB. In Section 4, we evaluate
CascadeLinTS on several recommendation problems. We
review related work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
To simplify exposition, we denote random variables by
boldface letter. We define [n] = {1, . . . , n} and denote
the cardinality of set A by |A|.
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2.1

Cascade Model

The cascade model [10] is a popular model of user behavior. In this model, the user is recommended a list of
K items A = (a1 , . . . , aK ) 2 ⇧K (E), where ⇧K (E) is
the set of all K-permutations of some ground set E =
[L], which is the set of all possibly recommended items.
The model is parameterized by L attraction probabilities
w̄ 2 [0, 1]E and the user scans the list A sequentially from
the first item a1 to the last aK . After the user examines
item ak , the item attracts the user with probability w̄(ak ),
independently of the other items. If the user is attracted
by item ak , the user clicks on it and stop examining the
remaining items. If the user is not attracted by item ak ,
the user examines the next recommended item ak+1 . It is
easy to see that the probability that item ak is examined
Qk−1
is i=1 (1 − w̄(ai )), and that the probability that at least
QK
one item in A is attractive is 1 − i=1 (1 − w̄(ai )). This
objective is maximized by K most attractive items.
The cascade model is surprising effective in explaining how
users scan lists of items [7]. The reason is that lower ranked
items typically do not get clicked because the user is attracted by higher ranked items, and never examines the rest
of the recommended list.
2.2

Cascading Bandits

Kveton et al. [15] proposed a learning variant of the cascading model, which is known as a cascading bandit. Formally, a cascading bandit is a tuple B = (E, P, K), where
E = [L] is a ground set of L items, P is a probability disE
tribution over a binary hypercube {0, 1} , and K  L is
the number of recommended items.
The learning agent interacts with our problem as follows.
Let (wt )nt=1 be an i.i.d. sequence of n weights drawn from
E
P , where wt 2 {0, 1} and wt (e) is the preference of the
user for item e at time t. More precisely, wt (e) = 1 if
and only if item e attracts the user at time t. At time t, the
agent recommends a list of K items At = (at1 , . . . , atK ) 2
⇧K (E). The list is a function of the observations of the
agent up to time t. The user examines the list, from the
first item at1 to the last atK , and clicks on the first attractive
item. If the user is not attracted by any item, the user does
not click on any item. Then time increases to t + 1.
The reward of the agent at time t is one if and only if the
user is attracted by at least one item in At . Formally, the reward at time t can be expressed as rt = f (At , wt ), where
f : ⇧K (E) ⇥ [0, 1]E ! [0, 1] is a reward function and we
define it as:

BACKGROUND
f (A, w) = 1 −

In this section, we review the cascade model [10] and cascading bandits [15].

K
Y

k=1

(1 − w(ak ))

for any A = (a1 , . . . , aK ) 2 ⇧K (E) and w 2 [0, 1]E . The

agent at time t receives feedback:
�
Ct = min k 2 [K] : wt (atk ) = 1 ,

where we assume that min ; = 1. The feedback Ct is
the click of the user. If Ct  K, the user clicks on item
Ct . If Ct = 1, the user does not click on any item. Since
the user clicks on the first attractive item in the list, the
observed weights of all recommended items at time t can
be expressed as a function of Ct :
wt (atk ) = 1{Ct = k}

Let the attraction weights of items in the ground set E be
distributed independently as:
Y
Ber(w(e); w̄(e)) ,
P (w) =
e2E

where Ber(·; ✓) is a Bernoulli distribution with mean ✓.
Then the expected reward for list A 2 ⇧K (E), the probability that at least one item in A is satisfactory, can be
expressed as E [f (A, w)] = f (A, w̄), and depends only on
the attraction probabilities of individual items in A. Therefore, it is sufficient to learn a good approximation to w̄ to
act optimally.
The agent’s policy is evaluated by its expected cumulative
regret:
#
" n
X
R(At , wt ) ,
(2)
R(n) = E
t=1

where R(At , wt ) = f (A⇤ , wt ) − f (At , wt ) is the instantaneous stochastic regret of the agent at time t and:
A⇤ = arg max f (A, w̄)
A2⇧K (E)

is the optimal list of items, the list that maximizes the reward at any time t. For simplicity of exposition, we assume
that the optimal solution, as a set, is unique.

At = arg max f (A, Ut ) .

Kveton et al. [15] proposed and analyzed two learning algorithms for cascading bandits, CascadeUCB1 and
CascadeKL-UCB. In this section, we review CascadeUCB1.
CascadeUCB1 belongs to the family of UCB algorithms.
The algorithm operates in three stages. First, it computes
the upper confidence bounds (UCBs) Ut 2 [0, 1]E on the
attraction probabilities of all items in E. The UCB of item
e at time t is:
1 (e)

(e) + ct−1,Tt

A2⇧K (E)

Finally, after the user provides feedback Ct , the algorithm
updates its estimates of the attraction probabilities w̄(e)
based on the observed weights of items, which are defined
in (1) for all e = atk such that k  Ct .

3

LINEAR CASCADING BANDITS

Kveton et al. [15] showed that the n-step regret of
CascadeUCB1 is O((L − K)(1/∆) log n), where L is the
number of items in ground set E; K is the number of
recommended items; and ∆ is the gap, which measures
the sample complexity. This means that the regret increases linearly with the number of items L. As a result,
CascadeUCB1 is not practical when L is large. Unfortunately, this setting is common practice. For instance, consider the problem of learning a personalized recommender
for 10 movies from the ground set of 100k movies. To
learn, CascadeUCB1 would need to show each movie to the
user at least once, which means that the algorithm would
require at least 10k interactions with the user to start behaving intelligently. This is clearly impractical.
In this work, we propose practical algorithms for largescale cascading bandits, in the setting where L is large.
The key assumption, which allows us to learn efficiently, is
that we assume that the attraction probability of each item
e, w̄(e), can be approximated by a linear combination of
some known d-dimensional feature vector xe 2 Rd⇥1 and
an unknown d-dimensional parameter vector of ✓⇤ 2 Rd⇥1 ,
which is shared among all items. More precisely, we assume that there exists ✓⇤ 2 ⇥ such that:
w̄(e) ⇡ xTe ✓⇤

Algorithm CascadeUCB1

Ut (e) = ŵTt

is the radius of a confidence interval around ŵs (e) after t
steps such that w̄(e) 2 [ŵs (e) − ct,s , ŵs (e) + ct,s ] holds
with high probability. Second, CascadeUCB1 recommends
a list of K items with largest UCBs:

k = 1, . . . , min {Ct , K} . (1)

Accordingly, we say that item e is observed at time t if
e = atk for some k 2 [min {Ct , K}].

2.3

where ŵs (e) is the average of s observed attraction weights
of item e, Tt (e) is the number of times that item e is observed in t steps, and:
p
ct,s = (1.5 log t)/s

1 (e)

,

(3)

(4)

for any e 2 E. The features are problem specific and we
discuss how to construct them in Section 4.3. We propose two learning algorithms, which we call cascading
linear Thompson sampling (CascadeLinTS) and cascading linear UCB (CascadeLinUCB). We prove that when
the above linear generalization is perfect, the regret of
CascadeLinUCB is independent of L and sublinear in n.
Therefore, CascadeLinUCB is suitable for learning to recommend from large ground sets E. We also discuss why
a similar regret bound should hold for CascadeLinTS,
though we do not prove this bound formally.

Algorithm 1 CascadeLinTS
Inputs: Variance σ 2
// Initialization
Id and B0
M0

0

for all t = 1, . . . , n do
✓¯t−1
σ −2 M−1
t−1 Bt−1
¯
✓t ⇠ N (✓t−1 , M−1 )
t−1

// Recommend a list of K items and get feedback
for all k = 1, . . . , K do
arg max e2[L]−{at1 ,...,atk 1 } xTe ✓t
atk
At
(at1 , . . . , atK )
Observe click Ct 2 {1, . . . , K, 1}
Update statistics using Algorithm 3
3.1

Algorithms

Our learning algorithms are based on the ideas of Thompson sampling [23, 3] and linear UCB [1], and motivated by
the recent work of Wen et al. [24], which proposes computationally and sample efficient algorithms for large-scale
stochastic combinatorial semi-bandits. The pseudocode of
both algorithms is in Algorithms 1 and 2, and we outline
them below.
Both CascadeLinTS and CascadeLinUCB represent their
past observations as a positive-definite matrix Mt 2 Rd⇥d
and a vector Bt 2 Rd⇥1 . Specifically, let Xt be a matrix
whose rows are the feature vectors of all observed items in
t steps and Yt be a column vector of all observed attraction
weights in t steps. Then:
Mt = σ −2 XTt Xt + Id

Algorithm 2 CascadeLinUCB
Inputs: Variance σ 2 , constant c (Section 3.2)
// Initialization
M0
Id and B0

for all t = 1, . . . , n do
✓¯t−1
σ −2 M−1
t−1 Bt−1
for all e 2 E do ⇢
�
q
Ut (e)
min xTe ✓¯t−1 + c xTe M−1
x
,
1
t−1 e

// Recommend a list of K items and get feedback
for all k = 1, . . . , K do
arg max e2[L]−{at1 ,...,atk 1 } Ut (e)
atk
At
(at1 , . . . , atK )
Observe click Ct 2 {1, . . . , K, 1}
Update statistics using Algorithm 3

Algorithm 3 Update of statistics in Algorithms 1 and 2
Mt
Mt−1
Bt
Bt−1
for all k = 1, . . . , min {Ct , K} do
e
atk
Mt
Mt + σ −2 xe xTe
Bt
Bt + xe 1{Ct = k}
We would like to emphasize that both CascadeLinTS and
CascadeLinUCB are computationally efficient. In practice,
instead of Mt . In particular, note
we would update M−1
t
that:
Mt

where Id is a d ⇥ d identity matrix and σ > 0 is parameter
that controls the learning rate.1
Both CascadeLinTS and CascadeLinUCB operate in three
stages. First, they estimated the expected weight of each
item e based on their model of the world. CascadeLinTS
randomly samples parameter vector ✓t from a normal distribution, which approximates its posterior on ✓⇤ , and then
estimates the expected weight as xTe ✓t . CascadeLinUCB
computes an upper confidence bound Ut (e) for each item
e. Second, both algorithms choose the optimal list At with
respect to their estimates. Finally, they receive feedback,
and update Mt and Bt using Algorithm 3.
1

Ideally, 2 should be the variance of the observation noises.
However, based on recent literature [24], we believe that both algorithms will perform well for a wide range of 2 .

Mt + σ −2 xe xTe

can be equivalently updated as:
M−1
t

is the gram matrix in t steps and:
Bt = XTt Yt ,

0

M−1
t −

−1
T
M−1
t xe xe Mt
,
2
xTe M−1
t xe + σ

and hence M−1
t can be updated incrementally and computationally efficiently in O(d2 ) time. It is easy to to see that
the per-step time complexities of both CascadeLinTS and
CascadeLinUCB are O(L(d2 + K)).
3.2

Analysis and Discussion

We first derive a regret bound on CascadeLinUCB, under
the assumptions that (1) w̄(e) = xTe ✓⇤ for all e 2 E and
(2) kxe k2  1 for all e 2 E. Note that condition (2) can
be always ensured by rescaling feature vectors. The regret
bound is detailed below.
Theorem 1. Under the above assumptions, for any σ > 0
and any
s
◆
✓
1
nK
c≥
d log 1 + 2 + 2 log (nK) + k✓⇤ k2 ,
σ
dσ

if we run CascadeLinUCB with parameters σ and c, then
s
⇥
⇤
nK
dn log 1 + dσ
2
� + 1.
�
R(n)  2cK
log 1 + σ12
Note that if we choose σ = 1 and
s
◆
✓
nK
c = d log 1 +
+ 2 log (nK) + ⌘,
d

p
for some constant ⌘ ≥ k✓⇤ k2 , then R(n)  Õ (Kd n)
where the Õ notation hides logarithmic factors.
The proof is in Appendix and we outline it below. First,
we define event Gt,k = {item atk is examined in step t} for
any time t and k 2 [K], and bound the n-step regret as
#
" n K
XX
⇤,t
t
1{Gt,k } [w̄(ak ) − w̄(ak )] ,
R(n)  E
t=1 k=1

⇤
t
where a⇤,t
k is an optimal item in A matched to item ak in
step t. Second, we define an event
n�
o
�
E = �xTe (✓¯t−1 − ✓⇤ )�  ckxe kM 1 8t  n, 8e 2 E ,
t

1

q
where kxe kM 1 = xTe M−1
t−1 xe . Then we prove a hight 1
probability bound P (E) ≥ 1−1/nK for any c that satisfies
the condition of Theorem 1. Finally, we show that by conditioning on E, we have
K
n X
X

t=1 k=1

 2c

t
1{Gt,k } [w̄(a⇤,t
k ) − w̄(ak )]
n X
K
X

t=1 k=1

 2cK

s

1{Gt,k } kxatk kM

t

1
1

⇤
⇥
nK
dn log 1 + dσ
2
� ,
�
log 1 + σ12

where the first inequality follows from the definition of E
and the second inequality follows from a worst-case bound.
The bound in Theorem 1 follows from putting the above
results together.
Recent work [21, 24] demonstrated close relationships between UCB-like algorithms and Thompson sampling algorithms in related bandit problems. Therefore, we believe
that a similar regret bound to that in Theorem 1 also holds
for CascadeLinTS. However, it is highly non-trivial to
derive a regret bound for CascadeLinTS. Unlike in [24],
CascadeLinTS cannot be analyzed from the Bayesian perspective because the Gaussian posterior is inconsistent with
the fact that w̄(e) is bounded in [0, 1]. Moreover, a subtle statistical dependence between partial monitoring and
Thompson sampling prevents a frequentist analysis similar to that in [4]. Therefore, we leave the formal analysis

of CascadeLinTS for future work. It is well known that
Thompson sampling tends to outperform UCB-like algorithms in practice [3]. Therefore, we only empirically evaluate CascadeLinTS.

4

EXPERIMENTS

We validate CascadeLinTS on several problems of various sizes and from various domains. In each problem, we
conduct several experiments that demonstrate that our approach is scalable and stable with respect to its tunable parameters, the number of recommended items K and the
number of features d.
Our experimental section is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we outline the experiments that are conducted on
each dataset. In Section 4.2, we introduce our metrics and
baselines. In Section 4.3, we describe how we construct the
features of items E. We present our empirical results in the
rest of the section.
4.1

Experimental Setting

All of our learning problems can be viewed as follows. The
m⇥L
, where row
feedback of users is a matrix W 2 {0, 1}
i corresponds to user i 2 [m] and column j corresponds to
item j 2 E. Entry (i, j) of W , Wi,j 2 {0, 1}, indicates
that user i is attracted by item j. The user at time t, the row
of W , is chosen at random from the pool of all users. Our
goal is to learn the list of items A⇤ , the columns of W , that
maximizes the probability that the user at time t is attracted
by at least one recommended item.
In each of our problems, we conduct a set of experiments.
In the first experiment, we compare CascadeLinTS to
baselines (Section 4.2) and also evaluate its scalability. We
experiment with three variants of our problems: L = 16
items, L = 256 items, and the maximum possible value
of L in a given experiment. The number of recommended
items is K = 4 and the number of features is d = 20.
In the second experiment, we show that the performance
of CascadeLinTS is robust with respect to the number of
features d, in the sense that d affects the performance but
CascadeLinTS performs reasonably well for all settings
of d. We experiment with three settings for the number of
features: d = 10, d = 20, and d = 40. The ground set
contains L = 256 items and the number of recommended
items is K = 4.
In the third experiment, we evaluate CascadeLinTS on an
interesting subset of each dataset, such as Rock Songs. The
setting of this experiment is identical to the second experiment. This experiment validates that CascadeLinTS can
also learn to recommend items in the context, of a subset
of the dataset.
In the last experiment, we evaluate how the performance of

CascadeLinTS varies with the number of recommended
items K. We experiment with three settings for the number
of recommended items: K = 4, K = 8, and K = 12.
The ground set contains L = 256 items and the number of
features is d = 20.
All experiments are conducted for n = 100k steps and averaged over 10 randomly initialized runs. The tunable parameter σ in CascadeLinTS is set to 1.
4.2

Metrics and Baselines

The performance of CascadeLinTS is evaluated by its expected cumulative regret, which is defined in (2). In most
of our experiments, our modeling assumptions are violated.
In particular, the items are not guaranteed to attract users
independently because the attraction indicators wt (e) are
correlated across items e. The result is that:

Algorithm 4 Ranked bandits with linear TS.
Inputs: Variance σ 2
// Initialization
8k 2 [K] : Mk0

We compare CascadeLinTS to two baselines. The first
baseline is CascadeUCB1 (Section 2.3). This baseline does
not leverage the structure of our problem and learns the attraction probability of each item e independently. The second baseline is RankedLinTS (Algorithm 4). This baseline
is a variant of ranked bandits (Section 5), where the base
bandit algorithm is LinTS. This base algorithm is the same
as in CascadeLinTS. Therefore, any observed difference
in the performance of cascading and ranked bandits must
be due to the efficiency of using the base algorithm, and
not the algorithm itself. In this sense, our comparison of
CascadeLinTS and RankedLinTS is fair. The tunable parameter σ in RankedLinTS is also set to 1.
4.3

Features

In most recommender problems, good features of items are
rarely available. Thus, they are typically learned from data
[14]. As an example, in movie recommendations, all state
of the art approaches are based on collaborative filtering
rather than on the features of movies, such as movie genres.
Motivated by the successes of collaborative filtering in recommender systems, we derive the features of our items using low-rank matrix factorization. In particular, let W 2
m⇥L
be our feedback matrix for m users and L
{0, 1}
items. We randomly divide the rows of W into two matri(m/2)⇥L
ces, training matrix Wtrain 2 {0, 1}
and test matrix

1}

xTe ✓tk

// Recommend a list of K items and get feedback
(at1 , . . . , atK )
At
Observe click Ct 2 {1, . . . , K, 1}
// Update statistics
8k 2 [K] : Mkt
Mkt−1
k
8k 2 [K] : Bt
Bkt−1
for all k = 1, . . . , min {Ct , K} do
e
atk
k
Mt
Mkt + σ −2 xe xTe
k
Bt
Bkt + xe 1{Ct = k}

A2⇧K (E)

It is NP-hard to find A⇤ , because E [f (A, w)] does not decompose into the product of expectations as we assume in
our model (Section 2.2). However, since E [f (A, w)] is
submodular and monotone in A, a (1 − 1/e) approximation to A⇤ can be computed greedily, by iteratively adding
items that attract most users that are not attracted by any
previously added item. We denote this approximation by
A⇤ and use it instead of the optimal solution.

0

for all t = 1, . . . , n do
for all k = 1, . . . , K do
k
✓¯t−1
σ −2 (Mkt−1 )−1 Bkt−1
k
k
✓t ⇠ N (✓¯t−1
, (Mkt−1 )−1 )
t
arg max e2[L]−{at1 ,...,atk
ak

A⇤ = arg max E [f (A, w)] > arg max f (A, w̄) .
A2⇧K (E)

Id and Bk0

(m/2)⇥L

Wtest 2 {0, 1}
. We use Wtrain to learn the features
of items and Wtest in place of W to evaluate our learning algorithms. Most existing real-world recommender systems
already have some data about their users. Such data can be
used to construct Wtrain .
Let Wtrain ⇡ U ⌃V T be rank-d truncated SVD of Wtrain ,
where U 2 R(m/2)⇥d , ⌃ 2 Rd⇥d , and V 2 RL⇥d . Then
the features of items are the rows of V ⌃. Specifically, for
each item e 2 E and feature i 2 [d], xe (i) = Ve,i ⌃i,i .
4.4

Restaurant Recommendations

Our dataset is from Yelp Dataset Challenge2 . This dataset
has five parts, including business information, checkin information, review information, tip information, and user
information. We only consider the business and review
information. The dataset contains 78k businesses, out of
which 11k are restaurants; and 2.2M reviews written by
550k users. We extract L = 3k most reviewed restaurants
and m = 20k most reviewing users.
Our objective is to maximize the probability that the user
is attracted by at least one recommended restaurant. We
build the model of users from past review data and assume
that the user is attracted by the restaurant if the user reviewed this restaurant before. This indicates that the user
visited the restaurant at some point in time, likely because
the restaurant attracted the user at that time.
2

https://www.yelp.com/dataset_challenge

Figure 1: The n-step regret of CascadeUCB1, CascadeLinTS and RankedLinTS on three problems. We vary the number
of items in the ground set E, from L = 16 to the maximum value in each problem.
4.4.1

Results

The results of our first experiment are reported in Fig. 1.
When the ground set is small, L = 16, all compared
methods perform similarly. In particular, the regret of
CascadeLinTS is similar to that of RankedLinTS. The regret of CascadeUCB1 is about two times larger than that of
CascadeLinTS. As the size of the ground set increases,
the gap between CascadeLinTS and the other methods
increases. In particular, when L = 3k, the regret of
CascadeUCB1 is orders of magnitude larger than that of
CascadeLinTS, and the regret of RankedLinTS is almost
three times larger.
In the second experiment (Fig. 2a), we observe that
CascadeLinTS performs well for all settings of d. When
the number of features doubles to d = 40, the regret
roughly doubles. When the number of features is halved
to d = 10, the regret improves and is roughly halved.
In the third experiment (Fig. 2b), CascadeLinTS is evaluated on the subset of American Restaurants. This is the
largest restaurant category in our dataset. We observe that
CascadeLinTS can learn for any number of features d,
similarly to Fig. 2a.
In the last experiment (Fig. 2c), we observe that the regret of CascadeLinTS increases with the number of recommended items, from K = 4 to K = 8. This result is
surprising and seems to contradict to Kveton et al. [15],
who find both theoretically and empirically that the regret
in cascading bandits decreases with the number of recom-

mended items K. We investigate this further and plot the
cumulative reward of CascadeLinTS in Fig. 2d. The reward increases with K, which is expected and validates that
CascadeLinTS learns better policies for larger K. Therefore, the increase in the regret in Fig. 2c must be due to
the fact that the expected reward of the optimal solution,
f (A⇤ , w̄), increases faster with K than that of the learned
policies. We believe that the optimal solutions for larger
K are harder to learn because our modeling assumptions
are violated. In particular, the linear generalization in (4) is
imperfect and the items in E are not guaranteed to attract
users independently.
4.5

Million Song Recommendation

Million Song Dataset3 is a collection of audio features and
metadata for a million contemporary pop songs. Instead of
storing any audio, the dataset consists of features derived
from the audio, user-song profile data, and genres of songs.
We extract L = 10k most popular songs from this dataset,
as measured by the number of song-listening events; and
m = 400k most active users, as measured by the number
of song-listening events.
Our objective is to maximize the probability that the user
is attracted with at least one recommended song and plays
it. We build the model of users from their past listening
patterns and assume that the user is attracted by the song if
the user listened to this song before. This indicates that the
3
http://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/
millionsong/

Figure 2: a. The n-step regret of CascadeLinTS for varying number of features d. b. The n-step regret of CascadeLinTS
in a subset of each dataset for varying number of features d. c. The n-step regret of CascadeLinTS for varying number of
recommended items K. d. The n-step reward of CascadeLinTS for varying number of recommended items K.
user was attracted by the song at some point in time.
4.5.1

Results

The results of our first experiment are reported in Fig. 1.
Similarly to Section 4.4, we observe that when the ground
set is small, L = 16, the regret of all compared methods is similar. As the size of the ground set increases, the
gap between CascadeUCB1 and the rest of the methods increases, and the regret of CascadeUCB1 is orders of magnitude larger than that of CascadeLinTS. The regret of
CascadeLinTS is similar to that of RankedLinTS for all
settings of L.
We report the regret of CascadeLinTS for various numbers of features d, on the whole dataset and its subset of
Rock Songs, in Fig. 2a and 2b, respectively. Similarly to
Section 4.4, we observe that CascadeLinTS performs well
for all settings of d. The lowest regret in both experiments
is achieved at d = 10.
In the last experiment (Fig. 2c), we observe that the regret of CascadeLinTS increases with the number of recommended items K. As in Section 4.4, we observe that the
cumulative reward of our learned policies increases with
K. Therefore, the increase in the regret must be due to
the fact that the expected reward of the optimal solution,
f (A⇤ , w̄), increases faster with K than that of the learned
policies. This is due to the mismatch between our model
and real-world data.

4.6

Movie Recommendation

MovieLens datasets4 contain the ratings of users for movies
from the MovieLens website. The datasets come in different sizes and we choose MovieLens 1M for our experiments. This dataset contains 1M anonymous ratings of 4k
movies by 6k users who joined MovieLens in 2000.
We build the model of users from their historical ratings.
The ratings are on a 5-star scale and we assume the user
is attracted by a movie if the user rates it with more than
3 stars. Thus, the feedback matrix is defined as Wi,j =
1{user i rates movie j with more than 3 stars}. Our goal is
to maximize the probability of recommending at least one
attractive movie.
4.6.1

Results

The results of our first experiment are reported in Fig. 1.
Similarly to Section 4.4, we observe that the regret of
all compared methods is similar when the ground set is
small, L = 16. The gap between CascadeUCB1 and the
rest of the methods increases when the size of the ground
set increases. In particular, the regret of CascadeUCB1
is orders of magnitude larger than that of CascadeLinTS.
The regret of CascadeLinTS is always lower than that of
RankedLinTS for all settings of L.
We report the regret of CascadeLinTS for various num4

http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/

bers of features d, on the whole dataset and its subset of
Adventures, in Fig. 2a and 2b, respectively. Similarly to
Sections 4.4 and 4.5, we observe that CascadeLinTS performs well for all settings of d. The lowest regret in both
experiments is achieved at d = 20.
In the last experiment (Fig. 2c), we observe that the regret of CascadeLinTS increases with the number of recommended items K. As in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, the cumulative reward of our learned policies increases with K.
Therefore, the increase in the regret must be due to the fact
that the expected reward of the optimal solution, f (A⇤ , w̄),
increases faster with K than that of the learned policies.

5

RELATED WORK

Our work is closely related to cascading bandits [15, 8],
which are learning variants of the cascade model of user
behavior [10]. The key difference is that we assume that the
attraction weights of items are a linear function of known
feature vectors, which are associated with each item; and an
unknown parameter vector, which is learned. This leads to
very efficient learning algorithms whose regret is sublinear
in the number of items L. We compare CascadeLinTS to
CascadeUCB1, one of the proposed algorithms by Kveton
et al. [15], in Section 4.
Ranked bandits [20] are a popular approach in learning to
rank. The key idea in ranked bandits is to model each position in the recommended list as an independent bandit
problem, which is then solved by a base bandit algorithm.
The solutions in ranked bandits are (1 − 1/e) approximate
and their regret grows linearly with the number of recommended items K. On the other hand, ranked bandits do not
assume that items attract the user independently. Slivkins
et al. [22] proposed contextual ranked bandits. We compare CascadeLinTS to contextual ranked bandits with linear generalization in Section 4.
Our learning problem is a partial monitoring problem
where we do not observe the attraction weights of all recommended items. Bartok et al. [5] studied general partial
monitoring problems. The algorithm of Bartok et al. [5]
scales
� L � at least linearly with the number of actions, which is
K in our setting. Therefore, the algorithm is impractical
for large L and moderate K. Agrawal et al. [2] studied a
variant of partial monitoring where the reward is observed.
The algorithm of Agrawal et al. [2] cannot be applied to our
problem because the algorithm assumes a finite parameter
set. Lin et al. [19] and Kveton et al. [17] studied combinatorial partial monitoring. Our feedback model is similar
to that of Kveton et al. [17]. Therefore, we believe that our
algorithm and analysis can be relatively easily generalized
to combinatorial action sets.
Our learning problem is combinatorial as we learn K most
attractive items out of L candidate items. In this sense, our
work is related to stochastic combinatorial bandits, which

are frequently studied with a linear reward function and
semi-bandit feedback [11, 6, 16, 18, 24, 9]. Our work
differs from these approaches in both the reward function
and feedback. Our reward function is a non-linear function
of unknown parameters. Our feedback model is less than
semi-bandit, because the learning agent does not observe
the attraction weights of all recommended items.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we propose linear cascading bandits, a framework for learning to recommend in the cascade model at
scale. The key assumption in linear cascading bandits is
that the attraction probabilities of items are a linear function of the features of items, which are known; and an unknown parameter vector, which is unknown and we learn
it. We design two algorithms for solving our problem,
CascadeLinTS and CascadeLinUCB. We bound the regret
of CascadeLinUCB and suggest that a similar regret bound
can be proved for CascadeLinTS. We comprehensively
evaluate CascadeLinTS on a range of recommendation
problems and compare it to several baselines. We report orders of magnitude improvements over learning algorithms
that do not leverage the structure of our problem, the features of items. We observe empirically that CascadeLinTS
performs very well.
We leave open several questions of interest. For instance,
we only bound the regret of CascadeLinUCB. Based on the
existing work [24], we believe that a similar regret bound
can be proved for CascadeLinTS. Moreover, note that our
analysis of CascadeLinUCB is under the assumption that
items attract the user independently and that the linear generalization is perfect. Both of these assumptions tend to be
violated in practice. Our current analysis cannot explain
this behavior and we leave it for future work.
The main limitation of the cascade model [10] is that the
user clicks on at most one item. This assumption is often
violated in practice. Recently, Katariya et al. [13] proposed
a generalization of cascading bandits to multiple clicks, by
proposing a learning variant of the dependent click model
[12]. We strongly believe that our results can be generalized to this setting and leave this for future work.
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